ON the night of Friday, April 19, 1946, at the age of 88 years, death came to Dr. Thomas Sadler Roberts of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Death thus removed still another of that group of older ornithologists who co6perated in laying the foundations of the American Ornithologists' Union, and for us who worked with him for so many years it removed a clear-thinking and capable leader and a loyal friend. The ending of a long and extraordinarily fruitful career is always a sad event. The store of facts Dr. Roberts had at his command; his tales of by-gone events which gave us a personal link with
the past far beyond our own years; the experience-tempered guidance he was always willing and able to give--all these are lost to us in the passing of our friend. The sadness felt in his loss can, however, be tempered by the satisfying thoughts of the eminently successful way in which he utilized his capabilities and by the appreciation of the improvements in men's lives that he left in his wake. So fully did he live that we may refer to his life as comprising two outstandingly successful careers-one medical and one ornithological.
Thomas Sadlet Roberts was born of Welsh parentage on February 16, 1858, on a farm near Philadelphia. Soon after his birth the family moved to Germantown where Thomas spent the first nine years of his life. Prior to 1867, John Roberts, his father, contracted pulmonary tuberculosis and was advised to remove to Minnesota and live in the open. He finally chose Minneapolis as his home, purchased a horse and buggy, and set out to regain his health in long rides in the open country. His son thus found himself in an ideal situation for the rapid growth of his interest in birds that he apparently had even at nine years of age. Thomas regularly attended grade school, but on week ends and holidays and after school he scoured the countryside with his father. He often mentioned how his father would be waiting with the horse and buggy near the school to start out the minute Thomas was free.
At about this time (1876) a number of the boys about Minneapolis organized a club which they called the 'Young Naturalists' Society.' Clarence L. Herrick, who later became an outstanding scientist and was the organizer and first president of the University of New Mexico, was the leading spirit of the club, while Thomas Roberts was its secretary (age 18). Robert S. Williams of the group continued in his special interest of botany to become an international authority on mosses and was for years connected with the New York Botanical Society. This club met regularly in Thomas Roberts's bedroom where many of the members' early collections were housed and where papers were read and many topics discussed, apparently on a scientific level rather surprisingly high for youngsters of their immature years. Birds were prominent in their deliberations but botany, mammalogy, geology and other sciences also were taken up. The club's 'A Systematic List of the Plants of Minnesota' is a carefully indexed compilation of 660 species of plants. These lists were evidently substantiated by collected specimens since the records were later incorporated in Warren Upham's 'Flora of Minnesota.' Surprising scientific skepticism was displayed by these boys as is indi- He had a remarkably retentive memory. One story over which he used to chuckle was about the time his anatomy professor called him in for an oral quiz on finding that his answers in the examinations followed the wording of the book so closely. During the interview the professor was astonished at how accurately Thomas could quote the text. With this memory at his command he was able to recall not only the histories of his own cases but symptoms of rare or little-known diseases encountered in his medical reading, and it was not long before he became widely known for his skill at diagnosing puzzling ailments. At the time of his retirement he was regarded by the Mayo Brothers of Rochester as one of the five best diagnosticians in the United States. With this real ability coupled with a personality that engendered immediate confidence on the part of patients, his practice grew rapidly, and a great many of the leading families of Minneapolis soon became his clients. And not only did he justify their confidence, but he did the even more unusual thing of retaining their warm personal friendship through the rest of his life--a fine tribute to the substantial, lasting nature of the man's character.
In 1887, young Dr. Roberts married Jane Cleveland of Minneapolis, and to them were born two sons and a daughter, Thomas, Undoubtedly in all Dr. Roberts's admirable qualities, his unwavering regard for the truth was outstanding. It made trustworthy his scientific work and, carried on into his personal life, held him steadfastly to the right in all his words and dealings. Many a dealer in half truths has been exposed and offended by his penetrating questioning. And often the non-critical, unscientific reporter of what he thought were facts has discovered how really inadequate his statements were after being challenged, often not too tactfully, by Dr. Roberts. The results of his years of training himself to make positive decisions in medical work often came to the surface in later years and rendered difficult the discussion of controversial questions with him. His stated opinions, however, were so often sound that discussion was usually superfluous. His systematic thoroughness and meticulous regard for detail were cornerstones of his ornithological work, and in his social life, as well, everything was as orderly as seemed humanly possible to have it. A notebook in his pocket recorded reminders of every little duty to be performed and seldom was anyone disappointed who counted on Dr. Roberts to do even the smallest task. His loyalty was another of his qualities that secured and retained for him such a wide circle of friends. And with the Doctor there seemed a rather sharp line separating friends from others. Usually, at a first meeting, he formed an estimate of a person's worth, and should it be unfavorable a great many good works were required to alter this judgment The fact that Dr. Roberts was not actively a member of any church, seldom attended services, and had little concern over such matters as life after death, did not mean that he was not a thoroughly Christian gentleman. In fact, all though his life his many admirable Christian traits of character definitely placed his moral and ethical living on a vastly higher plane than many people who professed to live highly religious lives. Some deserving people are sincere in asking for no public acclaim of their accomplishments while others are constantly struggling to gain recognition for even their smallest deeds. In this 'regard Dr. 
